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* 請將答案填在答案卷上 * 

I. Vocabulary Choice: Choose the best answer to each question. 20% 
 
1. Internet auction proves to be a(n) ______ business with the prevalence of online shopping. 

(A) elusive        (B) chronic      (C) tranquil      (D) lucrative  

2. The coming election is a(n) _______ on the current administration’s economic policies.  

(A) overtone     (B) residue    (C) vicissitude    (D) referendum  

3. The film’s _______, Fa Mulan, is the only daughter of the aged warrior Fa Zhou. 

(A) ornithologist     (B) chauvinist     (C) antagonist     (D) protagonist 

4. The committee is in broad agreement with the recommendations and is happy to _______ with the conclusions on the key issues as 

identified.   

(A) contend     (B) concur     (C) condone     (D) conspire 

5. The X _______ is present in two copies in females and a single copy in males.  

(A) hormone     (B) chromosome    (C) astrodome     (D) gastronome 

6. Please tell Cindy that we already have enough food for the picnic; any more food would be _______. 

(A) sultry      (B) superfluous     (C) derisive     (D) dexterous 

7. Outside the Bank of America Stadium, fans lined up for the chance to be fleeced by a _______. 

(A) crooner     (B) scalper     (C) nomad     (D) curator 

8. Gandhi opposed unfair taxes levied on Indian workers and also _______ to get Indians their voting rights. 

(A) agitated      (B) abhorred     (C) abated     (D) appeased  

9. As the medical profession grew in expertise and _______, their calls for legal controls on opiates and cocaine became more 

authoritative.   

(A) gradient     (B) stature     (C) atrocity     (D) venture 

10. The host of the Golden Horse Film ceremony handled the unexpected incident with great _______.  

(A) aplomb     (B) autonomy    (C) jeopardy    (D) testimony 

11. I like things to be _______ great, but functionality also matters.  

(A) drearily     (B) erratically     (C) callously     (D) aesthetically 

12. The _______ in the newspaper shows the investor, with hair amiss, standing in a sea of money.  

 (A) artillery     (B) pulpit     (C) caricature     (D) mimicry 

13. In this workshop, our aim is to _______ into the deeper recesses of the parent-child relationship. 

   (A) deter       (B) depredate     (C) deign     (D) delve 

14. Despite the guilt, shopping is always relaxing and fruitful with a _______ budget. 

   (A) hefty      (B) edgy      (C) scanty     (D) gaudy 

15. Internet _______ violates basic human rights to privacy and often causes irreversible damage to people or their reputations. 

(A) aristocratism     (B) elitism     (C) vigilantism    (D) snobbism 

16. This approach allows one to _______ what exactly a user of the system might expect to see.  

(A) envisage     (B) embellish     (C) excavate     (D) expel 

17. Sony failed to detail _______ release information about their upcoming device. 

(A) pertinent    (B) permanent     (C) virulent     (D) negligent 

18. Depression is an insidious, isolating disorder, which can _______ relationships.  

(A) surpass     (B) subside     (C) sojourn     (D) sabotage 

19. Johnny rode his new bicycle up and down in front of our house in an _______ way.   

(A) onerous      (B) analogous     (C) ostentatious    (D) assiduous 

20. I hope President Obama will _______ support the people of Egypt, who need immediate assistance.  

(A) amorally      (B) curatively    (C) immaculately    (D) expeditiously 
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